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Summary

Wessex Archaeology was commissioned by Mr W M Airey (‘the Developer’) to carry 
out an archaeological watching brief during groundwork for a development to the rear 
of The Swan Hotel, Station Road, Alresford, Hampshire, centred on Ordnance Survey 
NGR 458820 132580, and hereafter referred to as ‘the Site’. 

Planning permission has been granted by the local planning authority, Winchester 
City Council and required that an archaeological watching brief be carried out during 
groundwork for the development as a condition of the planning permission (planning 
reference W04421/22) based on the advice of the Council’s Sites and Monuments 
Officer (SMO). The Watching Brief was conducted in two phases, the first phase was 
reported upon in June 2006 (Wessex Archaeology 62590.02) this report covers the 
second phase undertaken in 2007. 

The Watching Brief covered development to the rear of The Swan Hotel, formerly a 
tarmac car park. The work involved the removal of tarmac. Trenches, approximately 
0.5m wide, followed the outline of the development plots with an additional trench, 
orientated north to south excavated in the centre for the construction of the 
foundations.

Archaeological remains have been recorded in and around Alresford dating to the late 
prehistoric, Anglo-Saxon, medieval and post-medieval periods. These include Bronze 
Age barrows, Iron Age settlement and Roman and Anglo-Saxon remains recorded in 
Old Alresford and on Tichbourne Down. However, no sites or findspots are known 
from within the Site. 

Alresford is a historic planned town dating to the thirteenth century which was 
originally named in the Domesday Book and included nine mills and three churches. 
The Site lies in the centre of Alresford adjacent to the 13th century church of St John 
the Baptist. The church and churchyard have been identified as an Area of High 
Archaeological Importance (AIA) with The Swan Hotel being part of the AIA. 

Site visits undertaken in 2006 recorded a 3 metre wide ditch running east to west 
across the southern part of the Site dating to the post-medieval period. No 
archaeological features, deposits or structures were observed during the latest and 
final phase of development. 
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REAR OF THE SWAN HOTEL, STATION ROAD, 
ALRESFORD, HAMPSHIRE 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL WATCHING BRIEF 

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Project Background 

1.1.1 Wessex Archaeology was commissioned by Mr W M Airey to carry out an 
archaeological watching brief at the rear of The Swan Hotel, Station Road, 
Alresford, Hampshire, centred on Ordnance Survey NGR 458820 132580 
and hereafter referred to as the Site (Figure 1).

1.1.2 W M Airey has been granted planning permission (Application No. 
W04421/22) to redevelop the Site. The proposed works involved the removal 
of tarmac, trenches approximately 0.5m wide followed the outline of the 
development plot and additional trenches which were excavated for the 
construction of the foundations. The watching brief was required as a 
condition of planning consent and was carried out on the below ground 
element of these works. 

1.1.3 The watching brief was undertaken in order to meet the requirements of the 
planning condition, following advice from the Sites and Monuments Officer 
of Winchester City Council concerning the archaeological potential of the 
Site and the appropriate programme of archaeological work that should be 
undertaken. It required the approval of the Sites and Monuments Officer of 
Winchester City Council and was implemented according to the ‘Standards
and Guidance for an archaeological watching brief’, Institute of Field 
Archaeologists (1994, revised 2001). 

1.1.4 The watching brief was carried out in accordance with a Project Design 
(Wessex Archaeology 2006), which was agreed in advance of the fieldwork 
by Tracey Matthews, Winchester City Council’s Sites and Monuments 
Officer.

1.1.5 The first phase of the Watching Brief was undertaken in the early summer of 
2006, this latter, second phase was undertaken in the winter of 2007 (Figure
2).

1.2 Site Location and Description 

1.2.1 The Site, the car park for the Hotel, covers an area of 0.1ha. The Site lies in 
the centre of Alresford on the eastern side of Station Road, to the rear of The 
Swan Hotel. 

1.2.2 The Site lies at approximately 81m Ordnance Datum. The Site area is 
covered by tarmacadam overlying natural deposits comprising the upper 
weathered horizon of the Upper Chalk. 
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1.3 Archaeological Background 

1.3.1 Archaeological remains of the late prehistoric, Roman, Anglo-Saxon, 
medieval and post-medieval periods have been recorded in and around 
Alresford (Edwards, 1999). Bronze Age bowl barrows are known to the 
north of the town and Iron Age settlement has been identified to the south 
east and on Tichbourne Down. A Roman vessel is known to have been found 
in West Street and Anglo-Saxon remains have been recorded in Old 
Alresford and on Tichbourne Down. However, no sites or findspots dating to 
the prehistoric, Roman or medieval periods have been recorded within the 
Site.

1.3.2 The previous phase of the Watching Brief identified a 3m wide ditch running 
east west across the southern half of the Site. The feature was dated to the 
post-medieval period (Figure 2).

1.3.3 Alresford is a historic planned town of the thirteenth century, although an 
earlier settlement including nine mills and three churches is recorded in the 
Domesday Book. The planned market town was created by the Bishop of 
Winchester in 1200 and named ‘Novum Forum’. The market was established 
on what is now Broad Street, on this street and along West Street, burgage 
plots were laid out running back from the street frontages and these still 
characterise the layout of the core of the town. West Street and Broad Street 
were and still remain the principal streets and the main thoroughfare of the 
town. East Street probably served as access to the medieval Bishop’s Palace 
at Bishop Sutton. 

1.3.4 The Site lies in the centre of Alresford adjacent to the 13th century church of 
St John the Baptist. The church and churchyard are identified as an Area of 
High Archaeological Importance and The Swan Hotel site is part of an 
Archaeological Important Area (ibid), their importance being as components 
of the coherent historic fabric of the town containing potentially significant 
archaeological and historical remains.  

2 OBJECTIVES

2.1.1 The aim of the watching brief was to monitor the second phase of 
groundwork in connection with the preparation of the Site for foundations for 
the proposed development. This was to ensure that any archaeological 
remains that were revealed by groundwork were investigated and recorded. 

2.1.2 The second phase also monitored whether there were any structures, features 
or deposits associated with the post medieval ditch that had been recorded 
during the previous phase of groundworks. 
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3 METHODOLOGY

3.1.1 Arrangements were made with Mr W M Airey to ensure that groundwork 
was effectively monitored by a qualified archaeologist and that this work was 
identified in the construction programme. Close liaison with the developer 
was established in order that due notice of groundwork was provided to 
Wessex Archaeology and sufficient time was allowed to carry out 
archaeological work where required. 

3.1.2 The Site was observed after the removal of the car park tarmac prior to the 
start of the foundation trenches being excavated. A large tree stump was 
removed from the north end of the Site and a severe amount of bioturbation 
was identified in this area. Groundwork methodology consisted of trenches 
excavated at 0.5m width along the outline of the plots and an additional 
trench was excavated across the middle of the plots in a general north to 
south orientation. 

4 RESULTS

4.1 Introduction 

4.1.1 Groundworks were overtaken over a longer period than during the first phase 
due to the difficulty in removing the tree stump from the northern end of the 
Site. Details of the findings are presented below. 

4.2 Watching Brief Results 

4.2.1 The natural geology comprised of weathered chalk with some silt mixed into 
its upper surface. 

4.2.2 The northern end of the Site, specifically in the area of the tree stump 
showed significant bioturbation with humic deposits associated with roots 
and rootlets being carried down into the upper weathered horizons of the 
underlying natural chalk. 

4.2.3 No archaeological features, structures or deposits were observed throughout 
the Watching Brief. 

5 FINDS

5.1.1 The lack of features or deposits was accompanied by a scarcity of artefacts 
across the area under observation. No artefacts were observed or retrieved 
from the deeper area of excavation around the tree stump. Within the upper 
soil levels removed from the area of proposed development occasional 
surface artefacts were observed. 

5.1.2 All the material that was observed, small sherds of pottery, fragments of 
ceramic building material and pieces of clay pipe were dated to the post-
medieval and modern periods and therefore not retained. 
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6 CONCLUSION 

6.1.1 The first phase of the watching brief showed that there is evidence for 
archaeology on the Site with the recording of a ditch dated to the post-
medieval period. 

6.1.2 The second phase of the Watching Brief found no evidence for previous 
activity on the Site. 

6.1.3 The artefacts observed but not retained from the second phase compliment 
the observations made during the previous phase. 

6.1.4 The second phase of the watching brief was limited to the areas for the 
foundation footprints of the buildings and the deeper excavation to facilitate 
the removal of a large tree stump. Therefore approximately 40% of the total 
Site area was observed. The topsoil in some areas was absent with the tarmac 
directly above the natural chalk. There is the potential that the chalk has been 
truncated by the construction of the car park or that there was no archaeology 
surviving other than the ditch. 

6.1.5 The small scattered artefact assemblage observed during the second phase of 
the Watching Brief compliments that found during the first phase. The 
closest dating comes from a complete pipe bowl with a heel stamp bearing 
the initials TR within a heart. This maker’s mark has been recorded on pipes 
from Salisbury, Winchester and Southampton. Although the maker is 
unknown the pipes date from c.1670-80 (Atkinson 1970, appendix A). The 
pottery sherds previously found could also fit within a 17th century date 
range, although, as previously reported, all are coarse earthenwares with a 
fairly wide date range. The ceramic assemblage consists of local redware, 
whiteware from the Surrey/Hampshire border industry, and Verwood-type 
ware from east Dorset. 

6.1.6 No function, other than a property boundary, can be assigned to the post-
medieval ditch that was observed and recorded during the first phase of the 
Watching Brief. No structures, in the form of fence lines or smaller ditches, 
were observed in association with it. 

7 ARCHIVE 

7.1.1 The project archive covering both phases of the watching brief is currently 
held at the offices of Wessex Archaeology in Salisbury, under the site code 
reference 62590. In due course it will be deposited with the Hampshire 
Museum Service. 
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Plates 1 & 2 

Plate 1. Tree bore
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Plate 2. General view showing foundation trenches completed
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